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TOM PANZONE - BIOGRAPHY 

Tom is a retired educator who spent his life empowering others to reach their goals. Whether in a 
classroom, a corporate setting or an entrepreneurial situation, once a teacher always a teacher. 
Writing is already Tom’s 2nd Victory Lap career, after spending the last 10 years developing his 
Carpet Bowling start-up into a national success. He previously spent most of his early career working 
for multinationals within the high-tech industry, which included the introduction of the first non-Apple 
micro-computers and designing one of the first Natural Language Inquiry programs, so that you can 
Google today in plain English. His later career was focused on various aspects of the film industry 
as an actor, crew member and film studio designer. Writing always came easy for him.  He was, 
usually, focused on creating innovative business plans, white papers and how-to manuals. However, 
after years of threatening to write a book, he finally did. 
 
It's not an academic book. The book is intended to give context to those who follow today's Trump 
media bombardment. Rather than just dump on Mr. Trump by replying nasty things to blog posts, 
Tom thought he'd take a creative approach and inform as broad an audience as possible while 
providing some solutions to major issues such as Trade, Immigration and the Border Wall. Framed 
as a letter, Dear Mr. Trump, Canada Deserves More Respect, is a smart eBook that takes advantage 
of technology to create a new type of eBook, in which you can spend 2 hours or 2 months depending 
on how deep you want to go. It's visually attractive and contains lots of images and links.  
 
Tom is known for writing in a conversationalist style, so this letter is more like a one-sided 
conversation because Mr. Trump can't respond. But, you can imagine what he'd say. It's a very 
surprising book because it takes you to unexpected places.  Whether you're binging on a 17-part TV 
series about the History of Canada, or relevant war movies like Pearl Harbor, or a Fareed Zakaria 
interview about how the American Dream has moved to Canada, you’ll be fascinated by your journey.    
You can even review lectures from the University of Indiana comparing USA health care coverage 
with Canada’s.  The book is amazing. Tom is very proud of it. It is published on Amazon /Kindle, 
Apple, Kobo, Barnes & Noble, Scribd, Issue, Playster and 24 Symbols.  Apparently, Tom still likes to 
get the job done with the utmost efficiency and remains proud of his old-fashioned work ethics.  His 
competitive spirit remains his hallmark.  
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